1. Think carefully about how often you answer a question in Geography lessons.

Tick the statement that best describes you:

a) I answer **less** questions in Geography than in my other subjects

b) I answer **as many** questions in Geography as I do my other subjects

c) I answer **more** questions in Geography than in my other subjects

2. If you ticked (a) above, why do you answer less questions in Geography?

a) I don’t get asked very often

b) the questions are too difficult

c) other pupils answer the questions before I have the chance to reply

3. Are you happy with the number of questions you answer?

Tick the statement that describes your opinion best

a) I get asked too many questions in Geography

b) I feel involved but not overly pushed

c) I would like to answer more questions in my Geography lessons

4. Think about when you have discussions in Geography.

Tick the statements you feel are correct. You can tick as many as you wish.

a) the teacher gives me time to give my point of view

b) the teacher listens to, and shows interest in, my response

c) the teacher tries to get as many pupils involved in the discussion as possible

d) a small number of pupils ‘take-over’ the discussion

e) we are given the opportunity to ask as well as answer questions

f) I have to think before I put my hand up as the questions are hard

g) I enjoy answering questions in Geography.